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Nonsegmented negative-strand RNAvirus (NNV) genomes
contain 5–10 tandemly arranged genes which are functionally
conserved, separated from the genome 3′ end by a short leader
(le) sequence. The P and L genes (generally the 2nd and last
genes) encode the viral RNA dependent RNA polymerase,
which both transcribes the N:RNA (nucleocapsid) genome to
synthesize the various viral mRNAs and produces a full-
length copy (the antigenome) during genome replication. The
manner in which this core polymerase carries out both types of
RNA synthesis from ostensibly the same genome template has
been the subject of discussion and speculation for the last
25 years.
Our understanding of viral RNA synthesis from these linear
genomes began with the use of VSV virion cores in vitro as this
reaction is uniquely robust and amenable to study. VSV cores
can be separated into a soluble RdRp composed of P and L, and
the N:RNA template, which when combined actively synthesize
le RNA and mRNA. Using this reconstituted system, Emerson
(1982) showed that the viral RdRp starts RNA synthesis at the
genome 3′ end with le RNA and then goes on to synthesize the
first (N) mRNA. This led to the single entry (at the genome 3′
end), stop–start model for viral transcription. Genome/anti-
genome synthesis is very sensitive to inhibition of protein
synthesis during infection, apparently because genome synth-
esis is coupled to nucleocapsid assembly and thus requires
considerable unassembled N protein (N°). As the P–L RdRp
actively synthesizes le RNA and mRNA in vitro, and this
synthesis actually increases in vivo upon cycloheximide treat-
ment, the switch between transcription and genome replication
during infection was ascribed to the presence of sufficient
amounts of N° needed to assemble the nascent le chain before
its synthesis was terminated. The aid of Occam's razor led to a
self-regulatory, minimal model in which all viral RNA synthesis
begins at the genome 3′ end with the same RdRp, and the
assembly of the nascent le chain with N somehow modifies the
polymerase elongation complex, coupling RNA synthesis to its
assembly as a nucleocapsid (Blumberg et al., 1981; Vidal and
Kolakofsky, 1989). This coupling would also suppress chain
termination and convert RdRp from transcriptase to replicase.
Attempts to verify this minimal model experimentally, however,
were not successful; increasing the relative amounts of N in an
NNV mini-genome system in vivo simply led to more tran-
scription and replication but did not alter the balance between
the two (Fearns et al., 1997).0042-6822/$ - see front matter © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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same as virion RNA synthesis in vitro first emerged from the
elegant work of Whelan and Wertz (2002), who used UV-
treated genomes to block RdRp elongation (under conditions
where de novo protein synthesis was blocked by cyclohex-
imide). This study concluded that although mRNA synthesis in
vitro required prior le synthesis, 1° transcription in vivo did not.
Whelan and Wertz concluded that VSV RdRp must initiate
transcription directly at the N gene start site and not through the
prior transcription of a le RNA. However, this was before high
resolution structures of the N:RNA templates were available,
for which RdRp entry directly at the N start site is thought to be
highly unlikely. This is because the entire genome chain is
buried within a groove of the assembled N protomers, and the
hidden nature of this RNA also explains why it is so resistant
RNase degradation (Albertini et al., 2006; Green et al., 2006).
These structural studies concluded that the N protomers must be
displaced from the genome RNA before it can act as a template.
This displacement must presumably begin at the genome 3′ end,
at least for leRNA and antigenome synthesis. It was subsequently
noted that the above difference between 1° transcription in vitro
and in vivo could also be explained by retaining a unique 3′ entry
site for RdRp followed by differential RdRp scanning of the
template in vitro and in vivo to locate the N start site (Kolakofsky
et al., 2004). The evidence for NNV RdRp scanning of the
template from its 3′ end to the first gene start site has been steadily
increasing (Le Mercier et al., 2003; Vulliemoz et al., 2005;
Cowton and Fearns, 2005; Cordey and Roux, 2006).
Further evidence that VSV transcription in infected cells is
different from that of virions in vitro has emerged from Amiya
Banerjee's laboratory, who prepared two RdRp complexes from
transfected BHK cells (Qanungo et al., 2004). One complex
(transcriptase) contains EF1 host protein but not N° and starts
RNA synthesis exclusively at the N mRNA start site. The other
complex (replicase) contains N° but not EF1 and starts RNA
synthesis exclusively at the genome 3′ end. These authors
proposed that two RdRp complexes that differ in their content of
virus and host proteins are separately responsible for transcrip-
tion and replication in VSV-infected cells. Since virion RdRp
containing only P and L initiates RNAs at both start sites in
vitro and assuming a single RdRp entry site at the genome 3′
end, it would appear that the presence of EF1 prevents RdRp
initiation at the genome 3′ end while permitting RdRp access to
the N start site, presumably by scanning (left side, Fig. 2). The
presence of unassembled N (N°), on the other hand, is required
or more likely helps RdRp to initiate at the genome 3′ end (right
side, Fig. 2).
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been studied in vitro, using transfected cell extracts and washed
nucleocapsids. SeV transcription requires cell extracts in which
only P and L are expressed, whereas genome replication re-
quires a 2nd cell extract in which P and N are expressed
(Horikami et al., 1992) (P prevents illegitimate self-assembly of
N°, and a P–N° complex is the substrate for legitimate
assembly). However, in contrast to Qanungo et al., we have
evidence that N° (or P–N°) is not only required for replication
but that it also stimulates SeV transcription. As shown in Fig. 1,
when increasing amounts of P–N° are added to an in vitro
system that both transcribes and replicates the SeV genome, the
addition of small amounts of N° (that are insufficient to promote
genome replication) clearly stimulates mRNA synthesis. Only
when larger amounts of N° are added is replication stimulated
and transcription repressed, i.e., a switch from genome
transcription to replication appears to occur. More recently,
Wiegand et al. (2007) have also found evidence that SeV N°
plays a positive role during 1° transcription in vivo. Although
there is as yet no high resolution structure for any NNV RdRp,Fig. 1. The effect of N° on transcription and replication of the SeV genome. An
in vitro system that both transcribes and replicates the SeV genome was prepared
as follows. The SeV P and L were expressed in transfected cells, and the core
polymerase (P4–L) is isolated on beads coated with a mAb to the C-terminus of
L (Curran, 1996). Cytoplasmic extracts of both P and P+N transfected cells
were prepared, and equal amounts of P–L beads and CsCl banded nondefective
NCs are then added to a mixture of varying proportions of the P and P–N°
extracts (which contained equal amounts of P; indicated on the Y-axis). After 3 h
of RNA synthesis at 30° with 32P-UTP (L is released from the beads as soon as
RNA synthesis begins), the products were separated on CsCl density gradients
and the pelleted (mRNAs) and banded material (antigenomes) were run on a gel,
and the RNA products quantified. This experiment was repeated 3 times with
similar results.such structures for positive and dsRNA viruses are available. A
notable feature of these RdRp is that they contain a C-terminal
“initiation platform/priming loop” that is present in the active
site. This structure is thought to stabilize the initiation complex
and also to serve as a physical barrier to prevent the template 3′
end from slipping through the active site, thus ensuring terminal
initiation (reviewed in van Dijk et al., 2004). This is one way
that N° can help NNV RdRp initiate RNA synthesis precisely at
the genome 3′ end.
Our experiments were carried out some time ago but were
not reported then because we could not understand how, if
N° simply switched RdRp from acting as a transcriptase to
replicase, N° stimulated transcription rather than inhibited it.
However, if the presence of N° in the VSV RdRp helps RdRp
start at the genome 3′ end, we come to a view of NNV RNA
synthesis that accommodates most, if not all of the recent
data, including that of Fig. 1 and Wiegand et al. Qanungo's
“transcriptase” composed of P, L and host factors (but without
N°) that initiates at N start site without first initiating at the
genome 3′ end, could be a specialized and relatively inefficient
RdRp. This RdRp complex forms early in infection (before N°
is made) and associates with host proteins that help RdRp
scan to the N start site from the genome 3′ end without first
initiating here (left side, Fig. 2). This RdRp is relatively
inefficient because it must open the N:RNA and load onto the
genome RNA 3′ end without the aid of concomitant RNA
synthesis. This RdRp may have the advantage of starting the
infection without generating le RNA, which acts as a PAMP
that initiates an innate immune response (Hornung et al., 2006;
Pichlmair et al., 2006; Plumet et al., 2007; Strahle et al., in
press). Once N° (or P–N°) is generated, it associates with P and
L and helps this RdRp initiate at the genome 3′ end. When
[P–N°] is limiting, le RNA synthesis would not be coupled to
its assembly. This RdRp would then be free to terminate the le
chain and scan the template for the N start site (right side,
Fig. 2). Assuming that the initiation of le RNA synthesis helps
RdRp load onto the genome 3′ end, this RdRp would be a more
efficient transcriptase. When [P–N°] is no longer limiting, le
RNA synthesis becomes coupled to assembly some of the time,
chain termination is suppressed, and this RdRp now functions
as a replicase.
The major difference between this and our previous view is
that replication requires two events involving N°; the first (new)
event is to help RdRp start RNA synthesis at the genome 3′ end
and then (as before) to couple leader RNA synthesis to its
assembly with N. We note that the self-regulatory nature of the
previous view remains in place, i.e., that the balance between
transcription and replication is still determined by [P–N°]. If
two RdRp complexes are separately responsible for transcrip-
tion and replication in VSV-infected cells, we expect them to be
in dynamic equilibrium in the infected cell, and not frozen as
they appear to be in the purified in vitro system of limited RNA
synthesis. The reason why Banerjee's N°-containing “replicase”
complex did not go on to initiate at N may simply be because
this RdRp could not release the partial (19nt) leader chain made
in the minus-UTP reaction. If there is enough P–N° to help
RdRp start at the genome 3′ end but not enough to couple le
Fig. 2. A consensus model for NNV RNA synthesis. The 3′ portion of the NNV genome nucleocapsid is schematized as a linear arrangement of N protomers (filled
circles), in which the RNA is enclosed and thus invisible. The relative positions of the hidden genome 3′ end and the N mRNA start site are indicated. Because the
genome RNA is completely shielded by the N protomers, RdRp (open red oval) can only enter the template (i.e., directly interact with the genome RNA) at the 3′ end
by displacing the terminal N protomers from the RNA. In the early phase of 1° transcription, before de novo viral protein synthesis, the incoming RdRp is proposed to
associate with host factors (e.g., EF1) which somehow suppresses le RNA initiation while permitting RdRp to scan to the N mRNA start site (left side). The resulting
newly made N° then associates with RdRp and forms a complex that engages the template and initiates le RNA synthesis (red arrow within RdRp oval at genome 3′
end; right side). This process is proposed to be more efficient than the leader-less N mRNA synthesis because RNA synthesis at the genome 3′ end prevents RdRp from
dissociating from the template, and the free energy released can help displace downstream N protomers from the genome RNA. In those cases where le RNA synthesis
is not coupled to its assembly with N, le RNA is terminated and released, and RdRp is free to scan the template for the N mRNA start site. When [N°–P] increases,
some le RNA synthesis becomes coupled to its assembly with N, chain termination is suppressed and assembled antigenomes are made.
229Letter to the EditorRNA synthesis to its assembly (as is bound to occur early in
infection), this RdRp complex cannot remain frozen in place,
waiting for P–N° to assemble the nascent le chain (if RdRp
must enter the template at the genome 3′ end). For SeV, when
minigenomes are generated which do or do not have mRNA
start sites within stronger or weaker replication promoters, the
relative amounts of transcription and replication from these
neighboring promoters (which can vary up to 15-fold)
invariably follow relative promoter strengths (Le Mercier
et al., 2003; Vulliemoz et al., 2005). This occurs even though
all the viral proteins that support RNA synthesis are expressed
from helper virus, and the relative proportion of RdRp with host
factors or N° should be invariant. Hence, the conclusions that
the neighboring SeV mRNA and replication start sites compete
for a common pool of RdRp. If Banerjee's transcriptase and
replicase are in dynamic equilibrium in the cell, there would be
a common pool of RdRp for transcription and replication for
VSV as well.
The notion that VSV N° helps RdRp start RNA synthesis at
the genome 3′end and that SeV N° plays a positive role during
mRNA synthesis thus provides a new view of NNV RNA
synthesis consistent with the available data. Further experi-
ments that investigate the proposed RdRp scanning from the
genome 3′ end, and the effect of RNAi on EF1α and other
proposed host factors, should improve our understanding of the
control of NNV RNA synthesis.References
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